
What I should know by the end of this unit:
• That a flowering plant has different parts such as roots, 

stem/trunk, leaves and flowers
• A plant needs air, light, water and nutrients from the soil 

to grow, The amount can vary from plant to plant.
• Water is transported in different ways within plants
• Flowers  are an important part of the flowering plant 

lifecycle. The flower is used for pollination, seed 
formation and seed dispersal

Key Vocabulary

anther The part of the stamen that 
produces and releases pollen

carpel The female part of a flower 
containing an egg

dispersal Scattered or spread across a 
large area

fertilisation When pollen and an egg join 
together to make a seed

germination When a seed starts to grow

function A useful thing that something 
does

nectar A sweet fluid in flowers that 
attracts insects

nutrients Substances that help plants 
and animals to grow

pollen A powdery, yellow substance 
from the male part of a flower

pollination Pollination is when a plant is 
fertilised with pollen. This is 
often done by insects

stamen The male part of a flower 
containing pollen

structure The way in which something is 
made or built

Spelling definition

Key knowledge 

Howe does pollen get from one plant to 
another?

Insects • The insect goes to the first 
flower looking for nectar.

• Pollen gets stuck to it.
• When it goes to another 

flower the pollen gets 
stuck to that flower

Wind Pollen is blown from one 
flower to another

Functions of the main parts of a plant

Flower They have colour and smell to attract insects

Leaves They change carbon dioxide and water into:
• Food for the plant
• Oxygen

Stem They hold the plant up and carry water from the 
roots to the rest of the plant

Roots They hold the plant in the ground and soak up 
water and nutrients from the soil

How plants grow and survive

To grow and survive 
plants need:

• Light
• Water
• Carbon dioxide – so they can make their 

own food
• Warmth – if a plant gets too hot or too 

cold it will die

How does a plant 
get water?

The roots take up water from the soil. The 
water travels through the stem of the plant 
to the leaves.
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Tick ONE thing all 
seeds must have to 
start to grow.

Start of 
unit

End of 
unit

Light

Water

Salt

soil

Which of these best describe 
the function of roots (tick 2)

Start of 
unit

End 
of 

unit

To make seeds

To absorb water and nutrients

To anchor the plant in the 
ground

To attract bees and insects

Which part of the 
plant makes new 
food?

Start of 
unit

End of 
unit

Leaf

Flower

Roots

stem

A flower has just grown on a 
plant. What is the next stage of 
the lifecycle?

Start 
of 

unit

End of 
unit

Fertilisation

Germination

Pollicisation

Seed dispersal

Write down the numbers 1-4 
to show the order in which a 
plant grows

Start of 
unit

End of 
unit

Leaves grow

Stem grows

Roots grow

The flower grows

Some wild flowers have petals 
with bright colours because …

Start 
of 

unit

End 
of 

unit

They are pretty

To attract birds and bees

They have ALL been placed in dye

The sun makes them bright

This diagram shows the life cycle 
of a plant. Which box shows 
where germination happens?

Start 
of 

unit

End 
of 

unit

A B C

Draw lines to match each part of 
the flower to its function

Start 
of 

unit

End 
of 

unit

roots Create seeds

leaves

stem

flowers

Absorb water 
and minerals 
and anchor the 
plant to the 
ground

Make new food 
for the plant

Carry water 
and minerals to 
the plant and 
keep it upright
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